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Abstract In this paper, we deal with the problem of boundary image matching which finds
similar boundary images regardless of partial noise exploiting time-series matching tech-
niques. Time-seris matching techniques make it easier to compute distances for similarity
identification, and therefore it is feasible to perform boundary image matching even on
a large image database. To solve this problem, we first convert all boundary images into
times-series and derive partial denoising time-series. The partial denoising time-series is
generated from an original time-series by removing partial noise; that is, it is obtained by
changing a position of partial denoising from original time-series. We then introduce the
partial denoising distance, which is the minimum distance from a query time-series to all
possible partial denoising time-series generated from a data time-series, and propose par-
tial denoising boundary image matching using the partial denoising distance as a similarity
measure. Computing the partial denoising distance, however, incurs a severe computational
overhead since there are a large number of partial denoising time-series to be considered.
Thus, in order to improve its performance, we present a tight lower bound of the partial
denoising distance and also optimize the computation of the partial denoising distance. We
finally propose range and k-NN query algorithms according to a query processing method
for partial denoising boundary image matching. Through extensive experiments, we show
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that our lower bound-based approach and the optimization method of the partial denoising
distance improve search performance by up to an order of magnitude.

Keywords Time-series databases · Data mining · Boundary image matching · Time-series
matching · Moving average transform · Partial denoising

1 Introduction

There have been a number of efforts to utilize the large number of time-series data, and
accordingly, time-series matching has become an important research topic in data mining
[1, 6, 7, 9, 18]. In addition, there have been several recent attempts to apply these time-series
matching techniques to practical applications such as high dimensional indexing [18], image
matching [11, 17], and biological sequence matching [13]. Among these applications, we
focus on boundary image matching for a large image database. Boundary image matching
is a problem of finding the boundary images similar to a given boundary image. In this
paper, we deal with boundary image matching considering the partial noise, which is a
limited amount of noise embedded in a boundary image. In real applications, there are
many examples of the partial noise. Figure 1 shows various examples of boundary images
containing the partial noise. We note that the partial noise is regarded as not only white
noise but also distortion of boundary. In the case of these examples, the matching results
may be misrepresented if we perform boundary image matching without considering the
partial noise.

For the matching on a large image database, in particular, we remove the partial noise
in the time-series domain instead of the image domain [11, 17]. In this paper, we use the
moving average transform [16] to remove the partial noise in the time-series domain. In
more detail, we apply it to the subsequence of the time-series for partial denoising while

Fig. 1 Various examples of boundary images containing the partial noise
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the previous work [16] applies it to the whole time-series. We first convert boundary images
to time-series and then perform boundary image matching by removing the partial noise
from these time-series in the time-series domain. We then call this matching partial denois-
ing boundary image matching or, simply, partial denoising boundary matching. Figure 2
shows our motivating example that explains in more detail why partial denoising boundary
matching is necessary.

Motivating example In Fig. 2a, images I1 and I2 are originally the same, but the image
I1 contains the partial noise in the top right corner of the boundary. On the other hand, the
image I3 is originally different from images I1 and I2. For boundary image matching, as
shown in Fig. 2a, the three boundary images I1, I2, and I3 are converted to their corre-
sponding time-series, T1, T2, and T3, respectively. We then compute the Euclidean distances,
D(T2, T1) and D(T2, T3). Based on these distances, we identify I3, not I1, as the similar
image of I2 since D(T2, T3) < D(T2, T1), while in Fig. 2b we can get the more intuitive
result by partial denoising. In Fig. 2b, we first perform partial denoising on I1 and get the
denoising image I ′

1 and its time-series T ′
1. We then identify I ′

1 rather than I3 as the similar
image of I2 since D(T2, T

′
1) < D(T2, T3).

As shown in the motivating example, partial denoising boundary matching can provide
more intuitive matching results than the previous boundary image matching without partial
denoising.

Fig. 2 A motivating example of partial denoising boundary matching
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Performing partial denoising boundary matching is not trivial since the partial noise
varies as a level, a position, and a length; that is, we have to consider all possible partial
noises for partial denoising boundary matching. Figure 3 shows an example of various par-
tial noises represented by changing a level, a position, and a length. Figure 3a, b, and c
represent examples of various partial noises by changing a level, a position, and a length,
respectively. To consider partial denoising in boundary image matching, we first define the
partial denoising time-series, which is a time-series obtained by removing the subsequence
of the partial noise from an original time-series according to the given level, position, and
length. Thus, by definition, a lot of the partial denoising time-series are generated as all
possible levels, positions, and lengths. Thus, we need an efficient solution for partial denois-
ing boundary matching since there are many partial denoising time-series compared with a
query time-series.

We define the partial denoising distance for comparing many partial denoising time-
series and propose a similarity measure based on this distance. In order to simplify the
problem, we assume that the level and the length for partial denoising are given by a user,
and we present an interactive approach to get the pseudo-optimal result by querying sev-
eral times [11]; that is, a user can get his/her own best matching result by changing the
amount and length of denoising. Then, the partial denoising distance is defined as the min-
imum distance from the query time-series to the partial denoising time-series generated by
all possible positions of partial denoising; that is, if the partial noise is removed from data
time-series by using the level and the length, the partial denoising distance is the minimum
value among the distances from the query time-series to all partial denoising time-series
considering the position of the partial noise. We then formally define partial denoising
boundary matching and propose the range and k-NN query algorithms of partial denoising
boundary matching. The partial denoising distance, however, requires a high computational
complexity since the partial denoising time-series are generated by all possible positions of
partial denoising even if the level and the length of partial denoising are given by a user. To
address this high complexity, we propose a method of computing the lower bound instead
of the partial denoising distance and also optimize the computation of the partial denoising
distance.

Through extensive experiments, we show that the proposed method provides more intu-
itive and exact matching results than the boundary image matching without supporting the
partial denoising. We also confirm that the matching algorithms using the lower bound and
the optimized partial denoising distance outperform the naive matching algorithms only

Fig. 3 Examples of various partial noises represented by changing a level, a position, and a length
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using the partial denoising distance. According to these results, we believe that our method
is the superior approach solving partial denoising in boundary image matching.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains background and related
work on time-series matching and image matching. Section 3 presents the concept of par-
tial denoising boundary matching and its solution. Section 4 explains experimental results
on partial denoising boundary matching. We finally summarize and conclude the paper in
Section 5.

2 Related work

2.1 Time-series matching

A time-series is a sequence of real numbers representing values at specific time points. It
has been found in various types of data such as stock prices, medical data, and temperature
data. Finding similar time-series compared with a given time-series in a time-series database
is called time-series matching [1, 6, 15, 18]. In time-series matching, there have been many
research efforts on similarity model. In this paper, we use the Euclidean distance-based sim-
ilarity model [1, 6, 17]. Given two time-series X and Y of the same length n, the Euclidean
distance D(X, Y ) is defined as the following (1).

D(X, Y ) ≡
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

i=0

(xi − yi)2 (1)

The Euclidean distance-based similarity model is applied to a range or a k-NN query
search usingD(X, Y ), which is the distance between two time-series. Besides the Euclidean
distance-based model, there are several similarity models such as DTW(dynamic time
warping) [9] and LCSS(longest common subspaces) [24]. In addition, similarity models
supporting preprocessing transformations, such as linear detrending [7, 23], shifting and
scaling [3, 21], normalization [14, 16], moving average transform [16, 21], were proposed
for time-series matching. These studies focused on preprocessing of time-series, but did
not handle image domain problems unlike this paper. These similarity models and trans-
formation techniques are orthogonal to our approach; that is, the problem of removing the
partial noise from time-series data is orthogonal to the problem of identifying the similar
time-series even whether those time-series are partially (or totally) denoised or not. It means
that the partial denoising technique used in the paper is orthogonal to the similarity mea-
sure. Thus, we exploit time-series matching using the moving average transform and the
Euclidean distance for boundary image matching.1

1According to the report of [5], the accuracy differences among different similarity measures are not signifi-
cant. Thus, even though we use other similarity measures including the dynamic time warping distance, the
matching result will be very similar with the case of using the Euclidean distance in this paper. Also, in this
paper we focus on the performance improvement, i.e., the reduction of execution times, rather than the accu-
racy improvement of removing the partial noise. To confirm the performance improvement, we adopt and
optimize the Euclidean distance, which is simple and one of the most widely used distance measures. For the
other similarity measures, we need to develop different optimization techniques, which are out of scope of
this paper.
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2.2 Image matching

Image matching is the problem of finding data images similar to a given query image using
features of an image. It is one of the most important research topics in image processing
[20]. In image matching there have been many research attempts to use various features of
images. For example, colors [12], textures [4], and shapes [26] were used as major features
for segmentation techniques in image matching. Image matching can be used together with
different features since these features are orthogonal to each other, and in this paper we
focus on the image matching based on shape features. In general, this shape-based image
matching is useful when the images contain boundary objects, and their color features or
texture features have similar values [22].

2.2.1 Shape-based image matching

The shape-based image matching is classified according to shape features. In this paper, we
use object boundaries as a shape feature and exploit the centroid contour distance (CCD) [8,
11, 17], which is the simplest method that uses the boundary feature of an image. CCDmaps
boundary features to a time-series of length n (or n-dimensional) as follows: it first evenly
divides 360 ◦ into n angles of the same size (�θ = 2π/n), where the direction is from
the centroid to the boundary; it then obtains n boundary features; and it finally computes
the distance of each boundary feature from the centroid. Figure 4 shows an example of
converting a boundary image to a point of the n-dimensional space, i.e., a time-series of
length 360, by CCD. Likewise, we can map boundary images to time-series and exploit
time-series matching techniques for boundary image matching by using CCD [11, 17, 25].
Hereafter, we use “boundary image” and “boundary time-series” interchangeably unless
confusion occurs.

Recently, a few studies that are using boundary time-series in boundary image matching
were reported [11, 17, 25]. Vlachos et al. [25] first presented the rotation-invariant property
of DFT magnitudes and proposed a novel solution to rotation-invariant image matching by
indexing the boundary time-series. Moon et al. [17] dealt with the scaling-invariant prob-
lem of considering all possible scaling factors for boundary image matching. To solve the
scaling-invariant problem, they first converted scaling of a boundary image into scaling of
a time-series by using interpolation and proposed the notion of scaling-invariant distance

Fig. 4 An example of converting an image to a time-series by CCD
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between the scaled boundary time-series. These studies solved the rotation-invariant and the
scaling-invariant problems in the time-series domain, but they did not consider the partial
denoising problem to be solved in this paper.

There have been many research efforts on shape-based image matching using the shape
context in the image domain [2, 10, 19]. The shape context is represented as the histogram
between the distance and the angle from a selected point to all other points on the contours
of a shape [2]. This feature is invariant to image scaling, translation, and rotation [10].
Thus, the previous studies deal with various matching problems using the shape context
[2, 10, 19]. However, the previous studies do not consider partial denoising. In the paper,
we propose a fast solution which performs interactive boundary image matching supporting
partial denoising in the time-series domain, and compare with shape-based image matching
using the shape context and the proposed method in Section 4.2.

2.2.2 Image denoising

To remove noise in the image domain, image matching uses the spatial filtering method and
the frequency filtering method [8]. These filtering methods can quickly and exactly remove
noise. However, the shape-based image matching considering the partial noise incurs heavy
computation overhead because of finding and removing the partial noise in a boundary
image [2]. Thus, in this paper we present the partial denoising problem, and then propose the
efficient solution for partial denoising boundary matching by converting the image domain
to the time-series domain.

The recent work [11] in the time-series domain presents the solution for removing noise
on boundary image matching. This work removes noise by applying the moving average
transform to the whole length of the boundary time-series, and it is called whole denoising. It
also focuses on supporting the moving average transform of arbitrary order. Meanwhile, this
paper deals with partial denoising instead of whole denoising on time-series matching. In
particular, this paper focuses on solving the problem of partial denoising that is anywhere in
boundary time-series. Furthermore, extending partial denoising to whole denoising includes
the result of the previous work [11]. Thus, we can say that our method is more general than
the previous method.

3 Partial denoising boundary image matching

3.1 Problem definition and naive solution

In this paper, we deal with the partial denoising boundary matching problem that consid-
ers all partial noises of data (boundary) images stored in an image database. In the case of
a query (boundary) image, partial denoising is simple since it is performed once by pre-
processing. On the other hand, in that of data images, it is a challenge problem because of
considering all possible partial noises from data images. Thus, we focus on partial denoising
in data images.

To perform partial denoising for data images, we can consider two different approaches
in the image domain and the time-series domain, respectively. In the image domain, we first
obtain the boundary image by applying the “appropriate” partial denoising from the original
image itself, i.e., partial denoising is done in the image domain, and it is then converted to
the corresponding time-series. However, if we perform partial denoising boundary match-
ing on a large image database, this approach may cause a heavy computational overhead
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due to time-consuming operations of image processing. In addition, the “appropriate” par-
tial denoising to each data image is difficult. The various factors for partial denoising are
dynamically and frequently changed in our proposed solution, so this complicated image
domain approach cannot be used as a practical solution. On the other hand, to avoid the com-
plicated partial denoising in the image domain, we obtain the partial denoising time-series
in the time-series domain; that is, we first get the boundary time-series from an original
boundary image and then can directly obtain the partial denoising time-series after remov-
ing the partial noise from the boundary time-series itself. This approach can easily remove
various partial noises and quickly compute the distances. Thus, in this paper, we use the
time-series domain approach for partial denoising in boundary image matching.

To exploit the time-series domain approach in computing the distance between the query
and the data images, we formally define the notion of the partial denoising time-series. We
first assume that we find the partial noise from the boundary time-series and then define the
denoising subsequence of the boundary time-series as follows.

Definition 1 Let a boundary time-series X (= {x0, . . . , xn−1}) of the length n be converted
from a boundary image, and its subsequence X[i : (i + l−1)%n] of the length l be removed
by using the moving average transform of the moving average order d.2 After which, the
length l, the moving average order d, and the starting position i are called denoising length,
denoising level, and denoising position, respectively. The subsequence X

d,l
i without noise

is also called denoising subsequence, and then X
d,l
i is defined as (2):

X
d,l
i =

{

x
d,l
i%n, x

d,l
i+1%n, . . . , x

d,l
(i+l−1)%n

}

, (2)

where x
d,l
j = 1

d

j+d−1
∑

k=j

xk%n, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, i ≤ j ≤ (i + l − 1), 1 < d ≤ n − 1,

and where ‘%’ is a modular operator.

Therefore, using Definition 1 we formally define the boundary time-series including the
denoising subsequence as follows.

Definition 2 Given a boundary time-series X of length n, the denoising level d, the denois-
ing length l, and the denoising position i, the time-series X̃

d,l
i , called partial denoising

time-series, is replaced by the denoising subsequence X
d,l
i instead of its subsequence

X[i : i + l − 1] and then is defined as (3):

X̃
d,l
i =

{

x̃
d,l
i,0 , x̃

d,l
i,1 . . . , x̃

d,l
i,n−1

}

, (3)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and x̃
d,l
i,j =

{

x
d,l
j if j ∈ {i%n, (i + 1)%n, . . . , (i + l − 1)%n} ;

xj otherwise.

2The entry values used by the moving average transform may be included in the other values besides the
values corresponding to the partial noise; that is, the moving average transform may interchangeably use
not only the partial noise values but also the other values of the boundary time-series for removing noise.
Although the partial denoising is affected by the entry values, we especially do not consider the effect since
it is insignificant.
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Figure 5 shows examples of the denoising subsequence and the partial denoising
time-series. Various partial denoising time-series are generated by changing the denois-
ing level d, the denoising length l, and the denoising position i. For example, let length
of a boundary time-series X, the denoising level, and the denoising length be 8, 4,
and 4, respectively. Given denoising subsequences X

4,4
1 and X

4,4
5 , where their denois-

ing positions are 1 and 5, their partial denoising time-series are computed as X̃
4,4
1 =

{

x0, x
4,4
1 , x

4,4
2 x

4,4
3 , x

4,4
4 , x5, x6, x7

}

and X̃
4,4
5 =

{

x
4,4
0 , x1, x2, x3, x4, x

4,4
5 , x

4,4
6 , x

4,4
7

}

,

respectively.
In this paper we propose the similarity measure, which is the minimum distance from

a query time-series to all possible partial denoising time-series; that is, boundary image
matching is the problem of finding partial denoising time-series similar to a query time-
series. In order to simplify this problem, we assume that the denoising level d and the
denoising length l are given by a user, and this minimum distance is formally defined as the
following Definition 3.

Definition 3 Let X and Y be two boundary time-series, and d and l be the denoising level
and the denoising length, respectively. The distance PDD(X, Y, d, l) of X and Y , called
partial denoising distance, is defined as the minimum distance from X to all possible partial
denoising time-series of Y ; that is, PDD(X, Y, d, l) is computed as (4):

PDD(X, Y, d, l) = n−1
min
i=0

D
(

X, Ỹ
d,l
i

)

= n−1
min
i=0

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

j=0

∣
∣
∣xj − ỹ

d,l
i,j

∣
∣
∣

2
. (4)

Here,D(X, Y ) is the Euclidean distance betweenX and Y ; i.e.,D(X, Y ) =

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

j=0

∣
∣xj − yj

∣
∣
2
.

Using the notion of the partial denoising distance, we now formally redefine the problem
of partial denoising boundary matching as follows.

Fig. 5 Examples of the denoising subsequence and the partial denoising time-series
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Definition 4 Given a query (boundary) time-series Q, a tolerance ε, a denoising level d,
and a denoising length l, if a data (boundary) time-series T of a data image whose the partial
denoising distance PDD(Q, T , d, l) is less than or equal to ε; i.e., PDD(Q, T , d, l) ≤ ε,
we say that T is similar to Q. Also, we call finding all such similar images from the image
database partial denoising boundary (image) matching.

We propose naive algorithms for performing partial denoising boundary matching. We
first present a range query algorithm that finds data time-series whose the distance from
a query time-series is less than or equal to ε. Also, we propose a k-NN(nearest neighbor)
query algorithm that finds the k nearest data time-series from a query time-series. These
algorithms use the partial denoising distance in Definition 3. This range query algorithm
is fundamental to partial denoising boundary matching, and we can extend to k-NN query
algorithm as the query method. Algorithm 1 shows the range query algorithm. The inputs to
the algorithm are a time-series database, a query time-series Q, a tolerance ε, the denoising
level d, the denoising length l; the outputs are similar data time-series. As shown in the
algorithm, in Lines 2 to 5 we access each data time-series stored in a time-series database.
Then, in Line 3 we compute the partial denoising distance between a query time-series and
each data time-series and finally identify the similar data time-series if this distance satisfies
the tolerance.

Algorithm 2 shows the k-NN query algorithm. The inputs are the same as the range
query algorithm except the number of results k instead of the tolerance. As shown in the
matching operations, in Line 1 we first generate the priority queue of k entries. Next, in
Lines 3 to 9 we access each data time-series stored in a time-series database and compare
with a query time-series and the data time-series. In Lines 4 to 6 if the partial denoising
distance between those time-series is less than or equal to the maximum value of the priority
queue, we insert such data time-series into that queue. If the priority queue is full, in Line
5 we delete the entry of it corresponding to the maximum value from it. Then, in Line
6 we insert the data-time-series and the value of the partial denoising distance into the
priority queue. In Line 7 we also update the maximum value of the priority queue. In Line
10 if all comparisons between the query time-series and each data time-series are finished,
we finally obtain the k nearest data time-series from it by computing the partial denoising
distance.
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In order to facilitate the understanding of these algorithms, Fig. 6 describes the overall
framework of the partial denoising boundary image matching system. In the preprocessing
step, we convert images to boundary time-series by CCD and generate a query time-series
as well as a time-series database. In the matching step, we compute the partial denoising
distance between a query time-series and each data time-series stored in the time-series
database with the denoising length and the denoising level given by a user. That is, we
compute the minimum distance from the query time-series to the partial denoising time-
series generated by all possible positions of partial denoising on each data time-series. We

Fig. 6 The overall framework of the partial denoising boundary image matching system
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then compare this minimum distance with a given tolerance (or a k-th value) to identify
similar boundary images.

As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, these algorithms are simple, but incur high CPU
overhead. That is, these algorithms incur a heavy computational overhead since the par-
tial denoising distance is computed on all possible data time-series. To solve this overhead,
Section 3.2 proposes the lower bound of the partial denoising distance and describes
the matching algorithms based on the lower bound, and Section 3.3 presents the process
optimizing the computation of the partial denoising distance.

3.2 Lower bound of partial denoising distance

The most important operation in partial denoising boundary matching is the partial denois-
ing distance. As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, the computation of the partial denoising
distances from the query time-series to each data time-series occurs frequently. For more
accurate analysis, we analyze the computational complexity of the partial denoising dis-
tance PDD(Q, T , d, l) as follows. First, the moving average transform for partial denoising
incurs �(dl) [16], where the denoising level and the denoising length are d and l, respec-
tively. The Euclidean distance also incurs �(n). Thus, the Euclidean distance between a

query time-series and a data time-series, such as D
(

Q, T̃
d,l
i

)

, incurs �(ndl). However, in

Definition 3, PDD(X, Y, d, l) incurs �
(

n2dl
)

since the computation of the partial denois-
ing distance is repeated n times for the minimum distance. We can then say that this
complexity is significantly very high because it exploits a sizable database that is a large
number of data time-series to be compared.

To solve this high computational complexity of the partial denoising distance, in this
paper, we present its lower bound and exploit this lower bound to the matching. The
complexity of the proposed lower bound, of course, incurs less than the partial denoising
distance. Thus, we can improve the matching performance by pruning a lot of data time-
series after computing that lower bound. In Theorem 1 we propose the lower bound of the
partial denoising distance as follows.

Theorem 1 Let two boundary time-series of the length n be X and Y , respectively. The fol-
lowing PDDLB(X, Y, d) in (5) is the lower bound of PDD(X, Y, d, l), where the denoising
level d and the denoising length l.

PDDLB(X, Y, d) =

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

i=0

⎧

⎨

⎩

(xi − ui)
2 if xi > ui;

(xi − li )
2 if xi < li;

0 otherwise;
(5)

where L = {l0, l1, . . . , ln−1} , li = min
{

yi, y
d,n
i

}

,

and U = {u0, u1, . . . , un−1} , ui = max
{

yi, y
d,n
i

}

.

Proof Assume that Z is the partial denoising time-series of T whose partial denoising dis-
tance with the query time-series Q is the minimum distance. The partial denoising distance

is computed by D(Q, Z) =
√

∑n−1
i=0 |qi − zi |2. All possible partial denoising time-series

T̃
d,l
i including Z is contained between L and U . We here note that L is time-series con-

structing the minimum value as compared with T and T̃
d,l
i every same position andU also is
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time-series constructing the maximum value as the same method above; that is, li ≤ zi ≤ ui

holds. Here, we know that if qi > ui , |qi − zi | ≥ |qi − ui | holds by zi ≤ ui and if
qi < li , |qi − zi | ≥ |qi − li | holds by li ≤ zi . Otherwise, (li ≤ qi ≤ ui) and |qi − zi | ≥ 0
trivially holds. Thus, PDDLB(Q, T , d) obtained by summing (qi − ui)

2, (qi − li )
2, and

0 should be less than or equal to D(Q, Z) obtained by summing (qi − zi)
2. Therefore,

PDDLB(Q, T , d) is a lower bound of D(Q, Z).

Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the lower bound of the partial denoising
distance on boundary time-series X and Y . In Fig. 7a, a boundary time-series Y contains
partial noise. Figure 7b represents a time-series Y

d,n
0 generated by applying whole denoising

to Y . We then can generate time-series L and U by using Y and Y
d,n
0 . As shown in Fig. 7c, a

time-series L is constructed by minimum values between Y and Y
d,n
0 , and a time-series U is

constructed by maximum values between Y and Y
d,n
0 . Thus, we can obtain its lower bound

distance from another boundary time-series X by summing up the shaded area of Fig. 7d.
In Theorem 1 the lower bound PDDLB(X, Y, d) incurs �(nd); that is, this complexity

only needs �(d) and �(n), where d is the denoising level for the moving average trans-
form, and n is the number of computing the distance and constructing U and L from Y .
In conclusion, the lower bound PDDLB(X, Y, d) is improved �(nl) times than the par-
tial denoising distance PDD(X, Y, d, l). Thus, we improve the matching performance of
PDD(X, Y, d, l) by using its lower bound PDDLB(X, Y, d).

We improve the naive matching algorithms of Algorithms 1 and 2 by exploiting the lower
bound of the partial denoising distance in Theorem 1. The matching results are exactly same
in the naive and lower bound-based matching algorithms since the pruning approach by
lower bounds is proven to incur no false dismissal in Theorem 1. First, Algorithm 3 shows
that the range query algorithm is improved by using its lower bound PDDLB(Q, T , d). This
algorithm compared with that of Algorithm 1 uses two more additional operations. First, in
Line 3 we construct two time-series L and U for computing its lower bound from the time-
series T . Second, in Line 4 we compute the lower bound PDDLB(Q, T , d). Then, if it is

Fig. 7 An example of the lower bound of the partial denoising distance between boundary time-series X and
Y
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more than the tolerance ε, we discard the corresponding data time-series. Otherwise, in Line
5 we compute the partial denoising distance PDD(Q, T , d, l). Thus, we can improve the
performance of the range query algorithm by as many as possible pruning with the lower
bound.

Algorithm 4 shows that the k-NN query algorithm of Algorithm 2 is improved by using
the lower bound PDDLB(Q, T , d). As the same of Algorithm 3, this algorithm compared
with that of Algorithm 2 uses two more additional operations by its lower bound. First,
in Line 4 we also construct two time-series L and U for computing its lower bound from
the time-series T . Second, in Line 5 we prune discarded data time-series before the partial
denoising distance is computed. Thus, as the data time-series pruned by its lower bound
increases, partial denoising boundary matching provides the higher performance.

3.3 Optimization of partial denoising distance

In the paper, we present an optimization technique for improving the performance of the
partial denoising distance. We note that, in computing the partial denoising distance, the
same squared sum of the Euclidean distance is repeated for each partial denoising time-
series. To eliminate this repetition, we use a dynamic programming technique which stores
cumulative squared sums of the Euclidean distance in memory and reuses it in the next
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same operation. For this, given two boundary time-series X = {x0, x1, . . . , xn−1} and Y =
{y0, y1, . . . , yn−1}, we first define a list of cumulative squared sums SX,Y between X and Y

as the following (6).

SX,Y =
{

S0 = (x0 − y0)
2 , S1 = S0 + (x1 − y1)

2 , . . . , Sn−1 = Sn−2 + (xn−1 − yn−1)
2
}

(6)

Next, given the whole denoising time-series Y d,n =
{

y
d,n
0 , y

d,n
1 , . . . , y

d,n
n−1

}

instead of Y ,

we also define SX,Yd,n as the following (7).

SX,Yd,n =
{

S̃0 =
(

x0 − y
d,n
0

)2
, S̃1 = S̃0 +

(

x1 − y
d,n
1

)2
, . . . , S̃n−1 = S̃n−2 +

(

xn−1 − y
d,n
n−1

)2
}

(7)

Thus, we can rewrite D
(

X, Ỹ
d,l
i

)

by using (6) and (7) in (4) of PDD(X, Y, d, l). For

example, given a query time-series X and a partial denoising time-series Ỹ
4,4
1 of length 8,

D
(

X, Ỹ
4,4
1

)

is computed by using (6) and (7) as follows.

D
(

X, Ỹ
4,4
1

)

=

√
√
√
√
√
√

(x0 − y0)
2 +

(

x1 − y
4,4
1

)2 +
(

x2 − y
4,4
2

)2 +
(

x3 − y
4,4
3

)2

+
(

x4 − y
4,4
4

)2 + (x5 − y5)
2 + (x6 − y6)

2 + (x7 − y7)
2

=
√

S0 + (S̃4 − S̃0) + (S7 − S4)

=
√

(S7 − S4 + S0) + (S̃4 − S̃0)

That is, we can compute the Euclidean distance from X to all possible partial denoising
time-series of Y as three cases of the denoising position: (1) i = 0, (2) 0 < i ≤ n − l, and
(3) n − l < i ≤ n − 1.

In more detail, if i = 0, which is the first point on the partial denoising time-series Ỹ
d,l
0 ,

we can represent the Euclidean distance between X and Ỹ
d,l
0 as the following equations in

PDD(X, Y, d, l).

D
(

X, Ỹ
d,l
0

)

=

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

j=0

∣
∣
∣xj − ỹ

d,l
0,j

∣
∣
∣

2

=

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

(x0 − y
d,l
0 )2 + (x1 − y

d,l
1 )2 + . . . + (xl−1 − y

d,l
l−1)

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=S̃l−1

+ (xl − yl)
2 + (xl+1 − yl+1)

2 + . . . + (xn−1 − yn−1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Sn−1−Sl−1

=
√

S̃l−1 + Sn−1 − Sl−1

=
√

Sn−1 − Sl−1 + S̃l−1
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Next, if 0 < i ≤ n − l, which means the consecutive denoising subsequence until the last
point of the partial denoising time-series, the Euclidean distance between X and Ỹ

d,l
i is

rewritten as follows.

D
(

X, Ỹ
d,l
i

)

=

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

j=0

∣
∣
∣xj − ỹ

d,l
i,j

∣
∣
∣

2
, where 0 < i ≤ n − l

=

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

(x0 − y0)
2 + (x1 − y1)

2 + . . . + (xi−1 − yi−1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Si−1

+ (xi − y
d,l
i )2 + (xi+1 − y

d,l
i+1)

2 + . . . + (xi+l−1 − y
d,l
i+l−1)

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=S̃i+l−1−S̃i−1

+ (xi+l − yi+l )
2 + (xi+l+1 − yi+l+1)

2 + . . . + (xn−1 − yn−1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Sn−1−Si+l−1

=
√

Sn−1 − Si+l−1 + Si−1 + S̃i+l−1 − S̃i−1

Likewise, if n − l < i ≤ n − 1, i.e., the subsequent point of the last point on the partial
denoising time-series is the first point in the consecutive denoising subsequence, we also
rewrite this Euclidean distance as follows.

D
(

X, Ỹ
d,l
i

)

=

√
√
√
√
√

n−1
∑

j=0

∣
∣
∣xj − ỹ

d,l
i,j

∣
∣
∣

2
, where n − l < i ≤ n − 1

=

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

(x0 − y
d,l
0 )2 + (x1 − y

d,l
1 )2 + . . . + (x(i+l−1)%n − y

d,l
(i+l−1)%n)

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=S̃(i+l−1)%n

+ (x((i+l−1)%n)+1 − y((i+l−1)%n)+1)
2 + . . . + (xi−1 − yi−1)

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Si−1−S(i+l−1)%n

+ (xi − y
d,l
i )2 + (xi+1 − y

d,l
i+1)

2 + . . . + (xn−1 − y
d,l
n−1)

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=S̃n−1−S̃i−1

=
√

S̃(i+l−1)%n + Si−1 − S(i+l−1)%n + S̃n−1 − S̃i−1

=
√

Si−1 − S(i+l−1)%n + S̃n−1 − S̃i−1 + S̃(i+l−1)%n

Finally, we rewrite (4) as (8) using (6) and (7). Here, we call (8) the optimized partial
denoising distance.

PDDopt (X, Y, d, l) = n−1
min
i=0

√
√
√
√
√

Sn−1 − Sl−1 + S̃l−1 if i = 0;
Sn−1 − Si+l−1 + Si−1 + S̃i+l−1 − S̃i−1 if 0 < i ≤ n − l;
Si−1 − S(i+l−1)%n + S̃n−1 − S̃i−1 + S̃(i+l−1)%n if n − l < i ≤ n − 1.

(8)

These SX,Y and SX,Yd,n are computed by scanning a data time-series only once. After-
wards, we store these sums into arrays and repeatedly reuse them in computing the partial
denoising distance. In the optimization precess, the computational complexity only incurs
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�(n), and the space complexity just increases to O(2n), which is negligible in real imple-
mentation, more than that of the partial denoising distance. Although the complexity of the
optimized partial denoising distance is almost same as that of the proposed lower bound,
the performance of this optimization-based matching algorithm is the superior to that of the
lower bound-based matching algorithm regardless of the number of similar images since
computing PDD is unnecessary in the optimization-based matching algorithm. Thus, the
optimization is practically applicable to large boundary image databases.

4 Experimental evaluation

4.1 Experimental data and environment

In the experiments, we constructed an image database consisting of a total of one hun-
dred thousand images. For this, we first collected 10 thousand original images from the
Web. Afterwards, we generated boundary images including nine different partial noises by
changing the length and the position from each original image. We used the Gaussian noise
model [8] and then applied it to the noise generation of boundary images. Figure 8 showed
how we generated boundary images including these nine different partial noises. As shown
in the figure, we generated boundary images including nine different partial noises from
the original i mage by changing each of the length l = {36, 72, 108} and the position
i = {0, 120, 240}.

A total of 102,590 boundary time-series were generated from the original images and
boundary images including different partial noises by using the CCD method, and those
time-series were stored in the time-series database. Even though we used one hundred

Fig. 8 Examples of nine different partial noise images generated from an original image
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thousand images, we extracted more than the number of those images since one image might
contain multiple boundary objects. Thus, a boundary time-series included the ID number of
the original image and its real values of the length 360 as a text file format.

We performed the experiments in the following environment. The hardware platform
was an IBM compatible PC equipped with a 2.0GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 2.0GB RAM,
and 500GB hard disk. Its software platform was the CentOS 6.3 Linux operating system.
We used GNU C language for the implementation. Converting an image to a time-series
can be done by two steps: (1) the binary transformation of a gray-scaled image and (2) the
boundary tracing of a binary image. For the binary transformation, we performed repetitive
evaluations and chose 240 as the binary threshold. Also, we used a well-known tracing
algorithm exploiting 8-neighborhood connectivity [8] for the boundary tracing of a binary
image.

4.2 Experimental results

We performed extensive experiments using a variety of the denoising level and the denoising
length to confirm the effectiveness of partial denoising boundary matching. The denoising
levels used for those experiments were 6, 12, 24, 32, and 48; likewise, the denoising lengths
were 36, 72, 108, 144, and 180. That is, we confirmed the change of the matching results by
a variety of denoising levels and denoising lengths. In the experiments, we set the query tol-
erance ε to the maximum among the tolerance values that return one image; that is, another
similar data image, except a query image itself, as the boundary image matching result with-
out considering the partial noise. If the denoising level was 1, we used the tolerance that
returns one image except a query image itself as the partial denoising boundary matching
result.

Figure 9 shows the experimental result when a leaf image is used as a query. In Fig. 9,
we fix the denoising length l=108 and the tolerance ε=33.0, but increase the denoising level
d from 6 to 48. As shown in the figure, when the denoising level is the smallest value (i.e.,
when d=6), all three boundary images including the partial noise are retrieved as similar

Fig. 9 Partial denoising boundary matching results on different denoising levels (l=108)
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Fig. 10 Partial denoising boundary matching results on different denoising lengths (d=24)

images. These images are the same as the original image, and the length of the partial noise,
which is 36, is the same. However, the positions of each partial noise are different. We note
that as the denoising level increases, the more boundary images are returned as similar ones,
and then both the length and the position of the partial noise are varied. This is because as
the denoising level increases, the matching result is largely affected by the partial denoising
using the moving average transform. In particular, when d=48, the partial denoising bound-
ary matching returns a total of seven boundary images among nine boundary images, which
are generated from the same original image, as similar ones. Thus, the proposed method can
find similar images by changing the denoising level.

Figure 10 shows, when d=24 and ε=33.0, those matching results varying as the denois-
ing length using the same leaf image used in Fig. 9. Like Fig. 9, as the denoising length
increases, the more boundary images, which include various partial noises, are returned as
similar ones. Unlike Fig. 9, however, as l increases, some different boundary images, which
are not generated from the same original image, are also returned as similar ones. That is, in
Fig. 10, our matching method returns boundary images of the stone and the toothed wheel,
which are similar to the boundary of the leaf image. This means that, the larger l exploits
the larger partial denoising, but at the same time it may return the more wrong images as
similar ones. In more detail, as the denoising length increases, the more boundary charac-
teristics may distort by the partial denoising, and then the more boundary images that are
different from the original image are returned as similar ones. Even though the result set
contains one or two wrong images, we still find most leaf boundary images in Fig. 10. As
a result, we conclude that our partial denoising boundary matching retrieves similar images
almost correctly, and the denoising length and the denoising level can be used as measures
of controlling the degree of the partial denoising.

Table 1 shows the experimental result that compares the proposed partial denoising
boundary matching with the previous shape context matching [2]. We have obtained the
source code of the shape context matching from the Web site3 and slightly modified it for

3http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/∼zhengyf/PointMatching.htm

http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~zhengyf/PointMatching.htm
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Table 1 Comparison of the partial denoising boundary matching and the shape context matching

Partial denoising boundary matching (tp) Shape context matching (tp)

Denoising level Regularization parameter

k-NN 6 12 24 32 48 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

k=1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

k=2 1.25 1.25 1.44 1.56 1.81 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38

k=3 1.56 1.62 1.62 1.88 2.06 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.75

k=4 2.00 1.94 1.88 2.06 2.44 2.06 2.06 2.00 2.00 2.00

k=5 2.06 2.06 2.12 2.38 2.81 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19

our experimental environment. We repeat the same experiment for another data set, Mixed-
Bag [25], which was used in [17, 25]. In this experiment, we generate 1,440 partial noise
images from 160 original images of MixedBag by using the partial noise generation method
of this section, which generates nine different partial noise images from one original image,
and use total 1,600 images containing 160 original images. As the experimental results,
in the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) search we count true positives (i.e., similar images) by
varying the denoising level d and holding the denoising length 108 for our approach and
by varying the regularization parameter, which controls the sensitivity of boundaries [2]
for the shape context matching. For each pair of (k of k-NN, denoising level or regulariza-
tion parameter), we run 16 different query images, which are 10 % of 160 original images,
and use their average as the result. As shown in Table 1, the matching accuracy of the
proposed partial denoising boundary matching is in general higher than that of the shape
context matching. That is, we can say that our partial denoising boundary matching correctly
retrieves similar images, and the denoising level d can be used as a measure of control-
ling the degree of partial noise reduction. Thus, we also can say that, as the denoising level
increases, we can provide the more accurate matching results. However, although the reg-
ularization parameter increases, the results of the shape context matching show negligible
differences. The shape context matching also takes much more time than partial denoising
boundary matching since it requires the high computational complexity. For example, the
shape context matching takes average 676 seconds for processing a query image while our
partial denoising boundary matching takes only average 1.3 seconds. Thus, it is very diffi-
cult to use the shape context matching for the large-scale boundary image database while
the partial denoising boundary matching is very suitable for it.

4.3 Comparison of naive and advanced matching algorithms

In this subsection we compare the query response times of the naive and the advanced
matching algorithms for partial denoising boundary matching. As we explained in
Section 3, while the naive matching algorithms compute the partial denoising distances to
all data time-series, the advanced matching algorithms compute the partial denoising dis-
tance considering other data time-series only except the dissimilar ones that are pruned by
its lower bound and the optimized partial denoising distance, respectively. In this subsec-
tion, we confirm the performance improvement by this pruning and the optimization of the
partial denoising distance with the experimental results. In the experiments, we measure
the query response times of those matching methods by changing the denoising level, the
denoising length, and the number of similar images, respectively. As query images, we use
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Fig. 11 The query response time on different denoising levels (l =72)

one hundred images that are randomly selected from 10 thousand original images. After-
wards, we measure the elapsed times of one hundred query images and use their average as
the experimental result.

First, Fig. 11 shows the elapsed times of the range and k-NN query algorithms by chang-
ing the denoising level on the fixed denoising length and tolerance corresponding to k=10.
As shown in the figure, the lower bound-based (matching) algorithms (LB-range and LB-
kNN) and the algorithms based on the optimized partial denoising distance (Opt-range and
Opt-kNN) significantly reduce the elapsed times compared with the naive (matching) algo-
rithms (Naı̈ve-range and Naı̈ve-kNN). (Note that Y -axis is a log-scale.) Using the optimized
partial denoising distance and pruning dissimilar images by the proposed lower bound cause
this performance improvement, respectively. Meanwhile, as shown in the detailed figure, as
the denoising level increases, the elapsed times of all algorithms show the slightly increas-
ing trend. This is because the partial denoising needs the higher computational overhead as
the denoising level increases. In summary of the results in Fig. 11, the advanced algorithms
improve the performance by 11 to 28 times compared with the naive algorithms.

Next, Fig. 12 shows the elapsed times of the range and k-NN query algorithms by chang-
ing the denoising length on the fixed denoising level and tolerance corresponding to k=10.
As shown in the figure, the advanced algorithms still outperform the naive algorithms in
all denoising levels. We note that, as the denoising length increases, the elapsed time of
the advanced algorithms shows little change while that of the naive algorithms increases.
This is because, while the computation time the advanced algorithms is independent on the
denoising length, the naive algorithms incur a lot of the elapsed time for generating the par-
tial denoising time-series as the denoising length increases; that is, in the case of the lower
bound-based algorithms, they shows no change since the pruning effect is greater than that
of the lower bound computation. On the other hand, the elapsed time of the naive algorithms
increases since they need more computations as the denoising length increases. In more
detail, they access all data time-series and compute the partial denoising distance to each
data time-series. In the experimental results in Fig. 12, the advanced algorithms improve the
performance by 12 to 45 times compared with the naive algorithms.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows the elapsed times of the range and k-NN query algorithms by
changing the tolerance ε or the number of images retrieved k on the fixed denoising level
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Fig. 12 The query response time on different denoising lengths (d =24)

and denoising length. This number of results can be controlled by changing the tolerance
for range queries and k for k-NN queries. Like the experimental results in Figs. 11 and 12,
the advanced algorithms also outperform the naive algorithms in all cases. We note that,
as the tolerance or k increases, lower bound-based algorithms incur the more performance
degradation. In the naive algorithms, the performance differences by changing the tolerance
or k show no change since we compute the partial denoising distances to all possible data
time-series. Thus, in lower bound-based algorithms, this degradation is because the number
of pruning by the lower bound decreases as the tolerance or k increases. Also, the elapsed
time of the k-NN query takes more than that of the range query since using the priority queue

Fig. 13 The query response time on different tolerances or numbers of k (d =24, l =72)
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incurs the overhead. In the case of the optimization-based algorithms, they outperform the
lower bound-based algorithms regardless of the number of similar images in all case. In the
experimental results in Fig. 13, the advanced algorithms improve the performance by 19
times compared with the naive algorithms.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we solved the partial denoising problem of boundary image matching using
time-series matching techniques. The contributions of the paper can be summarized as
follows. First, we defined the partial denoising time-series and proposed a method to effi-
ciently construct this partial denoising time-series in the time-series domain. Second, we
presented a notion of partial denoising distance as a similarity measure of boundary images.
Third, we proposed the lower bound of the partial denoising distance between two bound-
ary time-series and proved its correctness. Fourth, we optimized the computation of the
partial denoising distance for improving performance. Fifth, we presented the matching
algorithms of range and k-NN query, respectively. Sixth, through the extensive experiments,
we showed that the partial denoising boundary matching was intuitively and correctly per-
formed and the superiority of the advanced matching algorithms over the naive matching
algorithms was validated. Experimental results indicated that our solution provided similar
boundary images including the partial noise, which were not found by the simple boundary
image matching, as the matching results. Also, the advanced matching algorithms of the
lower bound and the optimized partial denoising distance outperformed the naive matching
algorithms by one or two orders of magnitude.

As the future work, we plan to redefine the partial denoising distance by the denosing
length and the denoising level of arbitrary values and present its solution. We also may
use a lower dimensional transformation and a multidimensional index. We also may pro-
pose a partial denoising boundary matching using this multidimensional index for efficient
matching.
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